BLACK FORTUNE ANNOUNCES DMV HOMAGE
PROJECT OSSHMOB ON WARNER RECORDS WITH
NEW SONG “NEW GUCCI GARMENT” FEAT. XANMAN
PROJECT FEATURING LIL DUDE, GOONEW, FATTREL, 3OH
BLACK, MONEYMARR, BIG FLOCK, KNUKLE HEAD
LISTEN HERE

DOWNLOAD PHOTO HERE

March 19th, 2021 (Los Angeles, CA) - Landover, Maryland’s own Black Fortune has
announced his forthcoming DMV collaboration project OSSHMOB with a sinister new
song “New Gucci Garment” feat. XanMan on Warner Records. Listen HERE. The
new track follows his latest track and video for “Horror Story,” which saw Fortune first
bring together a cast of DMV artists included on the
project. OSSHMOB features XanMan, Lil Dude, Goonew, FatTrel, 3OH
Black, MoneyMarr, Big Flock and Knuckle Head.
OSSHMOB is a celebration of the DMV scene and a call for unity. It is paying homage
to Fortune’s home and planting a flag in the sand as the DMV sound has been
catching on and being adopted heavily across the country. Featuring OGs and
newcomers from around the metro area, OSSHMOB is a revelation. A rare and
exhilarating occasion to hear these artists cut verses side by side over rich production.
To Fortune’s ears, it sounds like a brighter future. Fortune had to work out some
differences to bring this record to life, making countless phone calls and asking every
artist to come to the studio without an entourage. They recorded all the material
together in person in Landover and Fort Washington. On OSSHMOB, the newfound

DMV harmony sounds like sheer joy—the ecstatic feeling of a bunch of rappers
bouncing off each other, pushing each other to their limits. Stay tuned.

DOWNLOAD PHOTO HERE (CREDIT: MIKE MILLER)

About Black Fortune:
Black Fortune lives in the DMV, but he's always imagined his music coming from
somewhere more grand—like outer space. “Style-wise, sound-wise, I get my shit from
the moon and stars and sun,” he says. As the propulsive DMV flow has spread across
the country, Fortune has dabbled in it without ever making music bound by genre or
regional borders. His songs offer a vibrant collage of sounds, stitched together by his
widescreen view. And yet, he cares deeply about where he’s from. On his upcoming
album OSSHMOB, the Landover, Maryland rapper pays tribute to his scene in a way
that few ever have. Bringing together rising stars and local legends like Wale, Lil Dude,
Goonew, and Fat Trel, among others, the project marries Fortune’s soulful approach
to rap with the percussive sound of the DMV in a celebration of all the colorful voices
the region has produced. Fortune didn't have it easy growing up in Landover, but his
upbringing gave him a deep appreciation for the area and its culture. Over the years,
he’s released his share of local classics, including the 2018 hit “OsshWop.” And
though his debut album OsshRock and its glossy 2020 follow-up, OSSHLORD were
largely solo joyrides through the DMV, Fortune now wants to bring his community
with him. With any luck, he reckons, OSSHMOB will inspire kids from his area code
and remind them there’s a thriving scene that can come together when it matters
most. “In reality,” Fortune says. “We all together.”
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